The parallel watershed transformation used in grayscale image segmentation is here reconsidered on the basis of markers. The goal is to reduce the typical over segmentation by decreasing the number of catchment basins produced by flooding.
INTRODUCTION
Watershed transformation [ll] is a powerful tool for morphological image segmentation. When applied to real images, the transformation however produces over segmentation. A solution to cope with this problem was to introduce markers and flood the gradient image starting from these markers instead of regional minima.
Furthermore, it was shown in [5] that representing the set of catchment basins as vertices in a neighborhood graph such that every two neighboring basins are linked by an edge whose weight is the minimum altitude along the common crest line, the const,ruction of watemheds 'This research has been supported in part by the braduate School in Electronics Telecommunications and Automation 0-7803-3258-X/96/$5.00 0 1996 IEEE from a set of markers on the neighborhood graph is tantamount to the computation of a minimum spanning forest (MSF) with each tree rooted at a marker.
Starting from the above ideas, a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) marker based watershed algorithm is here proposed to speedup both catchment basins labeling and minimum spanning forest computation. Although previous trials were made to parallelize the classical watershed algorithm [6, 7, 8, 91 , the task is not easy because of the sequential recursive nature of the transformation. However, a strategy of labeling connected components like in [l] proves applicable for watersheds too.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the parallel marker based watershed transformation. Complexity analysis of the parallel computation of the MSF is included in Section 3, while timings obtained on a Cray T3D for four test images are tabulated and graphically interpreted in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
Regular image decomposition method is used to uniformly split the n x n global gradient image in stripes or blocks of approximatively $ size and each subimage is further assigned to one processor of a N logical grid.
The algorithm starts by determining the catchment basins associated with regional minima. The sequentiality of the serial flooding is split by exploiting the two dimensional precedence relation between a candidate pixel and its already flooded neighbor at whose region the candidate pixel will be appended. Thus, the predecessor of a pixel p is an immediate neighbor q of the lowest graylevel, if any. On plateaus surrounded by pixels of lower graylevel than the plateau (non-minima plateaus), the lower distance given by the length of the shortest path completely included on the plateau to a downward rim imposes the propagation order. If pixels on such plateaus adjacent to a lower graylevel location have the lower distance 0, then the predecessor of any pixel p inside the plateau with the lower distance d > 1 will be a neighbor q on the same plateau with the lower distance d -1.
Because of the decomposition of the underlying domain of the global image into subdomains, flooding would enter a subdomain through its marginal pixels p which have their predecessors q in neighboring subdomains. Therefore, all these pixels p must be detected and labeled as when they would have been already reached by flooding. Consequently, ordered flooding originating in all regional minima and these artificial seeds introduced in the edges of a subdomain will correctly outline the catchment basins in O ( $ ) .
In order to detect the edge pixels which have nonlocal predecessors, the lower distance must be computed for non-minima plateaus which span over sev- 
T is a latency factor, nnmp, is the total number of pixels within shared plateaus of non-minima in processor P; and 15 niterations 5 n x (fl-1).
Each processor assigns labels to pixels starting from 0. In order to have non-overlapping ranges of labels, a local offset into a global range of labels is computed based on the number of labels L; used by each processor Pi. Thus, Po has a local offset 0 and P, the accumulated sum xi:, ' Li. Consequently, any label shifted with the local offset will be unique.
In this circumstance, basins extending to more than one subimage will be fragmented, being assigned different labels. Nevertheless, translating the precedence flooding relation between edge pixels and their nonlocal parents in terms of their labels, a boundary connectivity graph is obtained in each processor.
Our goal now is to construct the weighted neighborhood graph of the catchment basins. This graph consists of three parts. First, edges separating internal regions are collected during flooding. The weight associated with the edges is given by the minimumgraylevel along the common crest line. Second, edges between adjacent regions located on neighboring processors are also appended to the graph with the same definition of the weight. Third, the boundary connectivity graph is embedded into the neighborhood graph with all edges weighted -1. Remark that the latter edges are the lightest in the graph and therefore they will be first included in the MSF. Consequently, fragments of the same global catchment basin produced by the domain decomposition will be in the same connected component of the MSF and thus merged together.
The neighborhood graph is further condensed such that every remaining edge satisfies the constraint that its weight is either -1, or at most one of the two ending vertices are marked. At this stage, every processor holds a neighborhood graph in which two types of edges are distinguishable. Edges with both ends internal nodes (labeling regions from the current processor) and edges with one external end (labeling a region from an adjacent processor).
The MSF is computed in a davade-and-conquer fashion. A sequential MSF algorithm is applied in each processor out of N and the partial results are merged tree-wise in log2 N steps. The global result will be available at the root processor. But this method is appropriate when the sequential MSF operator is associative and without dependencies (there is no order in which the local results are merged). According to the historical survey on the minimum spanning tree problem in [3] , the BorBvka like MSF algorithm has the required properties and it possesses the greatest parallel potential. Therefore, the round robin version of the algorithm (see [lo] ) is used in our application.
The neighborhood graph is represented by the list of its nodes and for every node the list of edges incident on it is sorted by weight. Note that an edge ( U , U) will occur in both U'S and w's edges list, unless U or w is an external node. In this case ( u , v ) appears only in the edges list of the internal node, while the external node has in the current processor an empty list of outgoing edges. Nodes are processed iteratively in FIFO (FirstIn-First-Out) order as follows.
1. An isolated node (without outgoing edges) is a solved node and it is not processed.
2. A marked node with the lightest incident edge with a positive weight is not further processed and stored as unsolved. Non-marked adjacent nodes will hook on it or its outgoing edges will be invalidated by appending their other ending nodes to different marked components. In the latter case, the current node becomes isolated, and consequently solved.
3. Otherwise, pick the lightest edge ( U , w) satisfying the enounced constraint and find their corresponding roots r,, rv.
3.a) if r, (r,)
is an external node, rv ( r u ) is stored as unsolved.
3.b) if both T u , r, are internal nodes, their trees are merged (see Union, Find operations with path com-pression in [2]). The new root is r,, = min(ru,rv). The edges lists of r, and r,, are merged into a new sorted list, but internal edges to the new component and outgoing edges which do not satisfy the constraint are eliminated. In addition, every root of a tree stores its component nodes. Accordingly, all the nodes equivalent to r, and rv , respectively, will be stored as equivalent to the new root. Moreover, if either T, or T,, has a marker or it is unsolved, the property will be inherited by the new root as well. Finally, if the current node did not become isolated or unsolved (case 2. and 3.a) after processing, it is enqueued again.
After the working queue has been depleted, slave processors pass on their masters the unsolved nodes. For every unsolved node, its marker, the list of outgoing edges, and the internal nodes of the component are sent along with the node.
Master processors insert all the unsolved nodes in the working queue along with the ones received from their slaves. The MSF operator is applied again as described above and the result is sent further up the tree hierarchy of processors. In this way, components astride a common subdomain boundary and sharing the lightest edge will coalesce.
At the final master, the equivalence table between nodes and the roots of the trees which engulfed them lacks information about components solved earlier in the tree hierarchy. This data has not been passed on, but it still exists in the corresponding processors' tables. Since any time a node appended to a new component got a new root less than or equal to the current root, a global reduce operation with the minimum operator over all processors' tables will set in the final master's table the missing information. Further on, labels of all roots are reassigned new consecutive values starting from 0. The corresponding ranges of labels are then scattered back to processors and relabeling with the final labels is performed in every subimage. is a decreasing function in both L and N . Thus, the higher the number of processors N and the number of nodes L , the higher the relative speedup (see Fig. 1 ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results of the algorithm implementation using MPI on a Cray T3D are presented in this section. The behavior of the algorithm was studied on images of different sizes (256 x 256, 512 x 512, and 1024 x 1024), but also on equal size images (512 x 512) and different complexities. The marker images were obtained by collecting the regional maxima of the original image smoothed by a multiscale dilation with the scale U = 2.0 (see [4] ).
The execution time for all the test images (without image decomposition and retrieval) were collected up to N = 1 2 8 P E s and tabulated in Table 1 . For comparison purpose, the number of regions of the oversegmented image (#regs,) are included along with the number of marked regions (#regs,).
Relative speedup is illustrated in Fig. 2 in logarith--mic scale. As concluded in the previous section, a better performance is observed with an increasing number of processors and a higher number of regions, but also with a larger image size.
Due to the lack of space only the output of the test image Peppers is illustrated in Fig. 3 .b to show the improvement upon the oversegmented image in Fig. 3 .a. 
CONCLUSIONS
The parallel marker based watershed algorithm bears a n efficient method of computing distributedly the catchment basins a n d to merge these regions using a B o n h k a like MSF operation with a marker based constraint. Good performance is proved by both theoretical and experimental results, while t h e oversegmentation is significantly reduced. 
